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ABSTRACT  

Mobile cloud computing is an emerging technology in this century. The union of mobile computing 

and cloud computing is known as mobile cloud computing. Actually the adapted merits of MC and 

CC are formed MCC. Mobile cloud computing is computing of Mobile application through cloud. 

Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) brings rich computational resource to mobile users, network 

operators, and cloud computing providers. It can be represented in many ways, and the ultimate 

goal of MCC is to enable execution of rich mobile application with rich user experience. Mobility is 

one of the main characteristics of MCC environment where user can be able to continue their work 

regardless of movement. But still problem are arising in MCC. High energy consumption, 

communication cost, execution time and data security during transaction, etc. Security and data 

privacy is a major problem in MCC which deter the users from adopting this technology. This 

survey paper throws light on privacy and security issues of Mobile Cloud Computing.  

Keywords: Mobile cloud computing, Mobile computing, Cloud computing, Energy computations, 

Mobile application, Privacy and Security.    

[1] INTRODUCTION 

 Portable devices are having only limited power supply, limited data storage, and limited 

computation capacity. But nowadays usage of mobile devices is rising. So the mobile devices need to 

improve the storage, computation power and minimize the energy consuming [1][3]. Cloud 
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computing offers to the users to interact with the cloud pay as you use on demand. So the user can 

use cloud resources in this policy [2]. The cloud user can access the data at anywhere at any time. 

Using the mobile cloud computing we can skip above these problems. Mobile cloud computing 

incorporates of wireless networks, mobile computing and cloud computing. Using mobile devices the 

user can use the cloud data center through wireless networks. Fig. 1 shows that user can use the data 

center via network using mobile devices means the mobile need not to have huge amount of storage 

in the devices itself. The portable devices computation process is performed outside of mobile 

devices into cloud. So the portable devices need not have large amount of computation power [4]. 

Cloudlet is group of computers that is trusted and connected to high-speed Internet and available to 

mobile devices. A mobile user does not want to offload task directly to cloud the mobile user can 

offload the task to the optimal cloudlet. Sometimes the device cannot find optimal cloudlet and then 

it will send the one request to the cloud [5].  

 

 

Figure 1.Mobile cloud computing 

 All of this computation process and data storage is performed outside of the devices the 

security problem is occurring. For example, mobile devices access the data from the cloud data 

center through internet or stored data may be accessed by the unknown person the security loss may 

occur. So we have to provide any authentication technique for restrict the data accessed by 

unauthorized users. The two methods are followed in security techniques. First one is detection of 

unauthorized user and another preventing the data from unauthorized users. The security may loss 

due to lot of factors. 

 In this paper section II contains Literature review, section III explains the levels of security 

and threats in mcc and threats, section IV explains types of issues in mobile cloud computing, section 

V explains requirements of mcc security and privacy section VI explains preventing data from 

security issues.  

 

[2] LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Yinghui Zhang et. al., proposed a technique specifically match-then-decrypt [6]. In that a 

matching phase is presented before the decryption. They develop a secret ABE construction, and then 

get a security-enhanced extension based on powerfully existentially single-time signatures. In the 

proposed model, the totaling cost of a characteristic matching test is less than 1 decryption; it only 

needs minor and constant number of pairings. 

 Vanga Odelu et. al., proposed a secure authentication technique for scattered mobile cloud 

computing services [7]. Through the hard security analysis, they show that their scheme reaches SK-
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security and robust credentials’ privacy and prevents all attacks including the ephemeral secrets 

leakage attack and impersonation attack. They simulate the scheme for the formal security analysis 

using Automated Validation of Internet Security Protocols and Applications tool. The proposed 

scheme is secure against active attacks and passive including the replay and man-in-the-middle 

attacks. 

 Chen Lin et. al., developed two comprehensive MPDP using a Boneh-Lynn-Shacham short 

signature scheme and a hash tree data structure [8]. MPDP schemes support data dynamics through 

verification outsourcing, stateless verification, dynamic data operations and block less verification. 

 

 Hui Lin et. al., proposed a CCRM for against internal attacks and enhances data veracity in 

Mobile cloud computing [9]. In the Category-based Context-aware and Recommendation incentive-

based reputation Mechanism, including a data category, innovative methods and context sensing 

technology, a security relevance evaluation model and a Vickrey – Clark - Groves based 

recommendation incentive scheme, are integrated into the process of reputation evaluation. Cost 

analysis indicates that the CCRM is a computation complexity and linear communication.  

 

 S Zhang et al. [10] presented security structure which adapts mobile device with changing 

workloads, performance goals and network latency by migrating processing weblets between mobile 

device and cloud. They improve this model by trustworthy weblets container, secure session 

management and authentication, access control of web-lets and authorization, Logging and auditing 

behavior of web-lets to make more secure structure. Security during web-lets migration can be 

improved by other security techniques and cloud environment can be made more trustworthy.  

 

 J. Oberheide et al. [11] projected Cloud AV platform, malware detection system. This 

architecture, mobile agent first analyses the malicious file. If its signature is not matched with the 

cached database, it is sent to the network service for analysis with the help of multiple detection 

engines running parallel on host machines with the help of virtualization technique. These techniques 

have the advantage of better detection of malicious software, reduced on device software complexity 

and power consumption but suffer from limitations of disconnected operation and accidental privacy 

hazard.  

 

 Wang and Wang [12] proposed, cloud for providing number of live users in region based on 

historical data saved in cloud which helped in minimization of processing and communication 

overhead in cloud but doing spatial cloaking based on historical data can lead to privacy loss. The 

cloaking in mobile device increased processing overhead and energy consumption.  

 

 Xiao and Gong [13]proposed lightweight algorithm for ensuring authorization in mobile 

cloud environment by generating automatic dynamic credential information with mutual coordination 

of mobile device and cloud so frequently that it is difficult for hackers to hack credential information 

of users. However frequent updation of secret information of user increases processing burden and 

energy consumption on mobile device and communication overhead between mobile and cloud.  
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 G. Portokalidis et al. [14] proposed scheme for threat detection in a smart phone based on 

CloudAV research by Oberheide et al. [11]. In cloud we have multiple replica of Smartphone which 

can detect different types of attacks in parallel. The proposed scheme reduced the transmission 

overhead below 2.5KiBps and reduced energy consumption 30%. In this technique cloud is 

considered fully trusted which needs to be given second thought.  

 

 Huang et al. [15] presented framework – MobiCloud in which the secure computation is 

done with three domains (a) cloud mobile and sensing domain (b) cloud trusted domain and (c) cloud 

public service and storage domain. Security to critical data is provided by isolating public cloud and 

trusted cloud. In this scheme client uses the services of two cloud service providers so it increases the 

communication cost and network latency. 

  

 P.Zou et al. [16] proposed Phosphor in which interaction between Sim card and Digital 

Rights Management Agent has been protected by the License Status Word protocol. H.Zhang and X 

Mingjun [17] proposed distributed spatial cloaking in which distributed anonymity having location 

information for cloaking. Distributed anonymity can handle frequent requests from users without 

being bottlenecked.  

 

 Itani et al. [18] proposed a cloud based energy efficient framework to ensure integrity of 

mobile users. In this approach there are three main components (a) mobile client (b) cloud service 

provider (c) trusted third party. Cloud service provider provides storage resources. The security is 

provided by trusted third party. The framework shows 90% saving in processing and energy but 

suffers from limitation of data security in public cloud and less scalability of trusted third party.  

 

 R.Chow et al. [19] presented authentication platform in which behavioral authentication is 

used based on client personal data. The cloud authentication platform responds to the client access 

request based on decision obtained by processing behavioural data of the authenticated client, 

however, passing the personal information of the client to cloud can affect the user privacy.  

 

 Huangs et al. [20] proposed framework for authentication on MobiCloud, to achieve secure 

data processing. Hsueh et al [21] proposed authentication mechanism in which mobile device 

encrypts the credential information file and stores it on cloud but infected cloud server can steal the 

user credential information by decrypting user’s files.  

  

 Jia et al. [22] presented a framework for secure data service with proxy re-encryption (PRE) 

scheme and identity based encryption (IDE) scheme . In this scheme, privacy of user is secured as the 

cryptography of data is done by user but it increases the energy and processing requirement of mobile 

device.  

 Chen et al. [23] presented a security framework for location based grouped scheduling 

services using IMSI-based JOIN secure (IJS) algorithm that uses international mobile subscriber 

identity (IMSI) as user identification integrated with encryption algorithms. However, if mobile 

device of the client is stolen by some adversary, he can affect security in the system.  
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 Yang et al. [24] presented public provable data possession scheme for mobile cloud 

computing. Client’s mobile device embedded with trusted platform model (TPM) chip ensures 

authenticity of client and generates secret key for secure data transmission between client and trusted 

third agent. The secure data transfer between TPA and client is done with Diffie Hellman Key 

Exchange. TPA does all the heavy work of encryption, decryption and authentication on behalf of 

mobile device. Proposed framework uses Bilinear mapping and merble hash tree for integrity. This 

scheme ensures privacy, confidentiality and integrity of user data stored on cloud but leads to 

degradation of performance with the increase of users in TPA. Cost also increases due to two cloud 

service providers.  

 

 Zhou and Huang [25] proposed a privacy preserving framework in which encryption and 

decryption on cloud based on Cippher text Policy attribute which inherited the security problem of 

Cippher text Policy. Generic architecture for implementing a mobile cloud with locally available 

mobile devices. This architecture has components: 1) Resource Handler 2) Cost manager 3) Job 

handler 4) Privacy and Security Manager 5) Context Manager. Resource manager manages resources 

like searching and connecting other mobile devices. Cost manager takes the decision of offloading 

according to user’s priorities like battery conservation, fast execution, monetary gain etc. Job handler 

partitions the job for offloading and maintains job pool. Privacy and security manager maintain the 

security while interfacing with other devices. Context manager helps job handler in resource 

monitoring and to manage mobility inside the cloud.  

 

 Saman Zonouz et. al. [26] proposed Secloud; a cloud based comprehensive and lightweight 

security for smartphones. Secloud runs the emulators of Smartphones in cloud which provide security 

to mobile device by security analysis of data in mobile device. In this architecture cloud assumes to 

be fully trusted which needs to be reconsidered .The personal data of users accessed to the cloud can 

affect the privacy issues. Ren et al. [27] proposed lightweight schemes with less computational 

overhead for ensuring data security on distributed cloud. These schemes are encryption based, coding 

based and sharing based.  
 

[3] LEVELS OF SECURITY AND THREATS IN MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING 
  

 Security issues are divided into two types, one is mobile network user’s security and another 

is cloud security [28]. Fig .2 shows that mobile cloud computing security issues are divided into three 

levels:  

1) Mobile device 

 Concentrate on mobile security issues and risk factors.  

2) Wireless network 

 Communication over the network what are the possibilities for hacking the data by third-

parties. 

 

3) Cloud 

 The illegal persons or hackers may access the data. This level concentrates on those issues. 
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Figure 2.Levels of Security in MCC 

In MCC threats are classified into four,  

1) Physical Threats 

 Mobiles are small and expensive one [29]. Mobiles are contains many important information 

related personal or business oriented such as, contact list, bank account, etc. So hacker may hack 

your phone physically.   

  

2) Network base Mobile Security Threats 

 We are using cellular network or Wi-Fi the hackers try to access our devices. Once we linked 

to the network, they will automatically install malware on your mobile without your knowledge. 

They may create denial of service using those malware. They can able to do Address Impersonation 

after that the message couldn’t reach the correct destinations.  

3) Application based Threats 

 Malware performs malicious actions on your phone without your knowledge and send 

unwanted message to your contacts without knowing you. Some susceptible applications are contain 

errors which could be exploited for malicious functions. 

 

4) Web based Threats 

 When we are using email, face book, text messages, and twitter to send you links to websites, 

that designed for save your personal data like account numbers or passwords in their system 

remotely.  

 

[4] TYPES OF ISSUES IN MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING 
  

 So many merits of using Mobile cloud computing but still some problems related to security. 

[30] Some security issue are listed here,  

   

1) Privacy  

security cloud infrasture

secure wireless communication

security of mobile devices
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 Privacy is a very big issue in the mobile cloud computing environment. Applications are 

rental by the cloud computing for the users to store the data remotely. Unauthorized companies may 

shift this important data to others without user knowledge. 

  

2) Data Security Issues  

 Malicious code can be installed by the hackers in Mobile devices easily. So the data in user 

mobile devices can be hacked by the hackers easily. Most of the data are in mobile devices are 

unprotected. So the unauthorized persons can easily access the data from user’s devices when they 

communicate with the cloud through the wireless network. Some mobile threats affect the security 

such as data loss from lost devices, data leakage through poorly written third party applications, 

Information stealing by mobile malware, and vulnerabilities within devices, etc.  

 

3) Data Ownership  

 Cloud computing gives the facility to access the stored own data and purchased digital media 

such as video, e-books and audio files from anywhere at any time. The user, may loss data which is 

purchased because unauthorized person may access the data from the backdoor of cloud data Centre. 

To avoid this, the user must be alert of the various rights regarding to the purchased media.  

 

[5] REQUIREMENTS OF MCC SECURITY AND PRIVACY 

 

 The general security requirements for MCC can be derived from the security requirements 

defined.  

 

1) Integrity: In MCC, the data storage and processing are resided on the service provider’s end. Here, 

the integrity needs to ensure the accuracy and consistency of users’ data. In other words, the integrity 

prevents undetected modification of thedata by any unauthorized users or systems. The violation of 

integrity affects the mobile users in their business, economic and other losses. 

 

2) Confidentiality: The confidentiality is fundamental requirement that refers to keep mobile users’ 

data secret in the cloud. Here, the confidentiality is a big hindrance for mobile users to avail the cloud 

services. As the data is transmitted and received within public networks, and stored or processed in 

public cloud servers to avail the cloud services, there is possibility to reveal the data to unauthorized 

parties. 

 

3) Authentication and Access Control: The authentication is the process or act of determining the 

identity of a user, user’s data or application. After successful authentication process, it is needed to 

determine what resources are permitted to access and what kind of actions can perform such as view, 

run, modify or delete. This is called access control. 

 

4) Privacy Requirements for MCC: The security objectives such as confidentiality, integrity and 

authentication persuade the privacy and these objectives preserve the privacy directly or indirectly of 

the cloud service users in mobile devices. 
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5) Availability: For MCC, the availability ensures that all cloud services must be available always at 

any places as per mobile users’ requirements. Ensuring availability includes preventing different 

kinds of availability attacks which make delay, alter or interrupt the availability of services. 

 

[6] PREVENTING DATA FROM SECURITY ISSUES 

 There are three levels for using improving the security in Mobile cloud computing. In each 

level we produce correct security; the data may not loss at the time of accessing the cloud by using 

mobile devices through wireless internet.  

1) Mobile end 

 Mobile must be lightweight. The user must ensure that all data in mobile devices are 

protected. Check any unauthorized attempt of accessing data within the device, ability to 

communicate securely, Can authenticate remote servers.  

 

2) Network end 

 Enhance the secure routing protocol for secure data transmission between mobile devices and 

cloud through wireless networks.  Ability to maintain trust services and maintains the integrity of 

data. 

 

3) Cloud end  

 In server cloud must provide authentication. The data which is stored on cloud must be 

encrypted form. Using cross checks for identifying the user authentication.  

 

[7] CONCLUSION 

 

 Nowadays Mobile cloud computing is very important and rising computing concept. But the 

security is a major problem in MCC. To overcome from this problem we have to provide high 

security in every levels of MCC. Increasing security in Mobile end, network end and cloud end the 

data loss may control. Develop efficient security and privacy algorithm for ensuring integrity, 

authenticity, confidentiality, and privacy of user data. Minimize the cost of security framework by 

removing agent between client and cloud. Design platform independent security algorithm for 

improving security. 
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